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GREAT PLAINS GEOLOGY: MY PERSONAL JOURNEY
My nickname is Bob. I arrived
in Lincoln. a rende/foot ji"Om
Maryland, in lare summer of 1962
and have been here most of the time
since then toughening up those feet.

of State Geologists Annual Meeting,
the Ann ual Meeting of the Society of
Independent Petroleum Earth Scientists,
and groups of geologists in Wichita and
Oklahoma City.

current thinking, and cautions for travelers
visiting the Great Plains (you can never
know enough about these). The book
finishes otT with a glossary of definitions
and a list of important references.

I worked from 1975 through 2003
for the University of Nebraska's
Conservation and Survey Division as
a research geologist mostly doing field
work and geologic mapping of major
parts of Nebraska and helping with
Survey test drilling projects mostly
related to groundwater quantity and
quality. After retiring I volunteered
to do other things to help out the
university including serving as curator
of invertebrate paleontology for our
State Museum .

In 2014 my good friend and former
boss, Richard (Rick) Edwards, Director
of the University of Nebraska's Center
for Great Plains Studies asked me to
consider writing a small book about
the geology of the Great Plains as part
of a series of books exploring many
aspects of this marvelous place. I
thought his request over and told Rick
that I would give it a try. The series
is being published by the University
of Nebraska Press, the first completed
book of which is Great Plains Indians
written by my colleague David Wishart.

In the chapter on geologic development
of the Great Plains I begin by answering
frequently asked questions about the
Great Plains. These include: Why does
the Great Plains tilt downward toward
the east? Why do the Black Hills stick
up in the middle of comparatively flat
lands? Why is the High Plains Regional
Aquifer thickest and most widespread in
Nebraska and thi nner to the north and to
the south? Where does the sand in the
Nebraska Sandhi lis come from? And why
are there volcanoes on the Great Plains in
northeastern New Mexico and southeastern
Colorado and not in other places?

Shortly after my arrival in Nebraska
I began to enlarge my experiences on
the Great Plains. This continued up
to today and includes travel and study
in all of the Great Plains states and
Canadian provinces. Since 1962 I have
come to love the Great Plains and to
learn much about that natural region
that I have passed on to others through
my writings, talks to students and other
members of the public as well as field
trips I led for people to places in the
Great Plains continuing to today.
My experiences and those of my
wife, Anne, led us to write two books in
2003 for the bicentennial celebration of
the Lewis and Clark Expedition at the
suggestion of our friend Gary Moulton
These are Lewis and Clark and the
Geology ofthe Great Plalils and Lewis
and Clark and the Geology ofNebraska
and Parts ofAdjacent States. The
books attracted the attention of many
groups and led to us being invited to
give talks on the subject to many people
and groups in Nebraska and other states
including the American Association
16 The Mammoth

I wrote up an outline of my book
and planned trips with Anne to places in
the northern and southern extremes of
the Great Plains that we either had not
visited before or needed to visit again
to make further observations to use in
the book . These trips led us to parts
of southern Albelta and Saskatchewan
in Canada and to the Hill Country
and Pecos Velley in Texas. The end
result was production with the help of
Anne and of many readers and editors
of drafts of my book, Great Plains
Geology, published in April of2017.
The book includes an introduction ,
chapters on what defines the Great
Plains, how the region developed
geologically through time and became
what we see and observe today,
and descriptions of the geology,
archaeology and ecology of 57 sites
from Alberta and Saskatchewan to
southern Texas. I also include three
appendices on geologic subdivisions
of the Great Plains, major geologic and
other studies since 1669 that influenced

If you do not know much about the
geology and archeology of the Great Plains
you might take a look at the book.
- Robert F. DitTendal, Jr.,
Curator of Invertebrate Paleontology
University of Nebraska State Museum
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